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1. Introduction
Artificial spin ice (ASI) is a class of magnetic materials cre-
ated by patterning single domain ferromagnetic islands in 
such a way as to introduce some degree of frustration through 
interactions determined geometrical constraints [1]. Square 
ASI is one of the first and best studied ice geometries [2, 3], 
along with the fully frustrated kagome lattices [4]. A variety 
of other structures have also been studied, including Penrose 
[5] and Shatki lattices [6, 7] as well as suggestions for many 
others [11, 12]. The magnetic elements are typically fashioned 
as elongated islands with nano-scale dimensions in order to 
ensure that their magnetic state is single domain with a large 
uniaxial shape anisotropy so as to approximate a rigid block 
spin [13–15]. An appealing aspect of the ASI is the ability 
to modify macroscopic magnetic properties through design 
of the ASI geometry and generate new functionality [5, 7, 
16]. There have been a few works published that begin to 
explore possibilities for reconfigurable microwave devices 
using an artificial spin ice platform. In some cases evidence 
for interelement interactions is present [8], but not in others 
[9, 10]. In our study we examine a case in which interelement 
interactions are negligible in order to highlight instead only 
configurational aspects which, even on their own, turn out to 
be complex.
The magnetically soft transition metals commonly used to 
fabricate ASI exhibit high frequency electromagnetic reso-
nances in the GHz range. The resonances correspond to band 
center spin waves, which are the fundamental magnetic exci-
tations of a magnetic material. Resonances of spin waves can 
be studied at long wavelengths using Brillouin light scattering 
(BLS). This technique has been used to obtain experimental 
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values for a number of magnetic parameters: magnetic aniso-
tropy [17, 18], gyromagnetic ratio [19] and exchange con-
stants [20].
The mode structure of spin waves in individual elements is 
well understood [24]. Spin-wave modes observed in micron 
and submicron sized magnetic elements are confined modes 
with stationary character [21]. For the geometry of element 
studied here, the detected modes have mainly magnetostatic 
character. Most importantly for this work, modes exist which 
are localised to edges of magnetic elements. These modes 
have dipolar stray fields [24] which extend away from the 
material, although they decay away from the magnetic mat-
erial into the surrounding medium. In addition, since the 
elements are in a single-domain state, there is a nonuniform 
distribution of demagnetising fields in the elements, which 
is most pronounced near the edges and corners. These can 
lead to some curling of the magnetisation within an exchange 
length of the edges, and mostly serves to affect the frequency 
of a mode localised to the edge. The frequency of this edge 
mode is lower than the geometrical resonance of the elements 
studied here.
Previous investigations of the spin-wave modes in rec-
tangular islands elements have been performed for arrays 
where all islands are oriented in the same direction [22, 23]. 
In our array we are able to create the complex arrangements 
of magnetic elements, and gain some information about their 
configurations by scattering from microwave excitations. Our 
general findings are that all features observed in BLS experi-
ment can be described by the modes associated with indi-
vidual elements in the square ASI. The elements lie along the 
sides of squares, as shown in the inset of figure 1(a), and the 
frequencies of modes depend upon whether the magnetiza-
tion of individual elements are aligned by the applied field 
along easy or hard directions of the elements. We have found 
that, depending on the direction of the applied field, the fre-
quency evolution exhibits complex and peculiar features. 
Mode softening and ‘bell’ shape in frequency versus field 
have been observed in coincidence with the magnetization 
reversal for H applied along the ASI edge. For H at (45) with 
respect the ASI edge, the frequency monotonically evolves as 
a function of the applied field. We use micromagnetic simula-
tion to identify the excitations measured in the independent 
elements.
The paper is organised as follows. The experimental results 
from alternating gradient force magnetometry and the analysis 
in terms of single element reversal for different field orienta-
tions are presented in the next section. Results from BLS with 
a micromagnetic analysis of mode frequencies and profiles are 
discussed in the third section. The conclusions are presented 
in the final section.
2. Sample preparation and magnetic hysteresis
Square spin ice lattices (Ni Fe80 20) were patterned on oxi-
dised silicon substrate by electron beam lithography. A mask 
with the square ASI array shape was written and developed 
by the 100 kV electron beam on the positive resist. The NiFe 
was electron-beam evaporated and then the unpatterned 
NiFe film and mask were removed. The ASI studied has the 
island of 240 nm 80  ×  nm in size and 10 nm thickness, with a 
450 nm lattice constant. Correspondingly, the corner-to-corner 
Figure 1. Hysteresis loops of the AGFM measurements and numerical simulation at (a) 0 and (c) 45 applied field with respect to the ASI 
lattices, in which insets are SEM images showing the geometry of ASI lattices and the orientation of external field (yellow arrows). Ground-
state magnetization configurations at the (b) parallel and (d) diagonal field, and color code disk represents the direction of magnetization.
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distance between the first nearest neighbouring islands is 
approximately 92 nm.
Hysteresis loops were measured using alternating gradient 
force magnetometry (AGFM). The magnetic field was applied 
along directions that make angles of 0 and 45 with the axes 
of the ASI square lattices, with values between  +15 kOe 
to  −15 kOe. The experimental hysteresis loops are shown 
by the black solid lines in panels (a) and (c) of figure 1. In 
figure 1(a), the field is aligned along a horizontal edge of the 
array (0), and in figure 1(c) the field is aligned along a diag-
onal (45) of the square ASI lattices.
So as to identify features arising from element interactions, 
the results from micromagnetic simulations of hysteresis for 
single elements are also shown in figures  1(b) and (d) for 
comparison. The simulations were performed using MuMax3 
[25], and were done for isolated elements representing 
 separately the horizontal and vertical islands  constituting the 
array. The saturation magnetization Ms and exchange con-
stant A of Permalloy material were taken as 800 kA m−1 and 
10−11  J m−1 [26], respectively. A grid with 10 nm thickness 
and 2.4 nm 2.4  ×  nm lateral size of cell was used, which is less 
than the exchange length l A M2 s0
2/µ=  [27], here l  =  5 nm. 
Hysteresis loops of elements were calculated for the field 
aligned parallel to: the horizontal axis H1; the vertical axis 
H89; and the diagonal axes H43 and H−47. These configura-
tions are sketched in figures 1(b) and (d) for clarity. It should 
be noted that the magnetic field was slightly misaligned from 
the horizontal by 1 and diagonal by 2 in order to avoid pos-
sible artefacts associated with unstable states that can appear 
with the field aligned in highly symmetric configurations. 
Therefore, in the simulation the ASI elements with respect to 
the orientation of field are denoted as H1, H89, H43 and H−47. 
The hysteresis loops, in which the magnetization is the mean 
value over the whole grid, are shown in figures 1(a) and (c) by 
coloured symbols, along with their averages.
We first consider the hysteresis with the field applied along 
a horizontal edge direction shown in figure 1(a). Going from 
positive field to negative, we see that general features of the 
measured hysteresis are visible in the averaged simulation 
results (shown by the star symbol curve). There is a change 
in slope beginning at 1 kOe, followed by sharp drops at 0 
(marked ‘a’) and 0.7 kOe (marked ‘c’). The drop at ‘a’ corre-
sponds to rotation of the hard axis elements (H89) ends (shown 
by the blue circles), and the plummet at ‘c’ corresponds to the 
reversal of the magnetic moment in the easy axis island (H1).
The reversal of magnetization within individual elements 
is predicted to occur differently for the horizontal (H1) and 
vertical elements (H89) in the ASI lattices. Example spin con-
figurations are shown in figure 1(b) where the magnetization 
direction is mapped for H1 and H89 elements using colour 
coding. The configurations are shown for positions on the hys-
teresis loops ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’. In general, these two groups 
of the elements reverse through an ‘S’ magnetization configu-
ration with an unsaturated field.
To examine possible interaction effects, we also show sim-
ulated hysteresis for a five by five array of elements with a 
dotted curve. The simulated array follows the average curve 
exactly, suggesting that finite size effects that might be associ-
ated with reversal of edge elements in the array do not seem 
to play a large effect. We also note that the measured curve 
shows a decrease between 3 kOe and 1 kOe that is not vis-
ible in the simulations. This may be associated with imper-
fections of the elements. There is also disagreement between 
the coercive fields determined by measurement and simula-
tion. This may result in part from nucleation sites generated 
by irregularly shaped islands as opposed to the ideally iden-
tical shape of ASI island in the micromagnetic calculation 
[28]. Another possibility is that the temperature in simulation 
is absolute zero degree, while measurement are performed at 
room temperature.
The analysis of the hysteresis for the field applied along 
a diagonal orientation is shown in figures  1(c) and (d). 
Agreement is much closer between measured and simulated 
curves in this case. The two elements reverse in the same 
manner, as one would expect, and there is good agreement at 
coercive fields. The measured hysteresis is still reduced from 
the calculated loop at high fields, probably for the same rea-
sons as discussed above, namely actual versus ideal sample 
shapes.
One question we could ask is if we can identify features 
from hysteresis alone that indicate effects associated with 
interactions between elements. For application of the field 
along a diagonal direction it appears possible to describe the 
magnetization processes observed for the square ASI in terms 
of reversals of individual non-interacting elements. The situ-
ation is different for hysteresis with the field aligned along a 
horizontal edge. The general features observed in the hyster-
esis are qualitatively similar to what one would predict from 
an ensemble of non-interacting elements, but there are sig-
nificant quantitative differences apparent in the unsaturated 
region. It is in this field region precisely that we would expect 
effects of inter-element interactions to be most apparent as 
they modify locally the fields driving element reversals. We 
turn next to measurements of spin waves which are able to 
provide additional information about local effective fields.
3. Brillouin light scattering and magnetic normal 
mode properties
Brillouin light scattering technique is used to measure the 
spectrum of magnetic excitations in ASI array. This technique 
is sensitive to low frequency modes, and can detect excitations 
that may not be visible using ferromagnetic resonance spec-
trum. BLS spectra of the thermal magnetic excitation were 
collected at room temperature in the backscattering geometry 
by using a (3  +  3)-pass tandem Fabry–Perot interferometer. A 
monochromatic laser ( 532λ =  nm) with 200 mW power was 
focused into a spot with 30 μm diameter. This means that in 
the BLS spectra several hundreds of ASI islands are illumi-
nated and therefore the information obtained is averaged over 
a large number of the elements [29].
In order to investigate the spin-wave properties of such ASI 
array we performed two types of BLS measurement to probe 
wavevector and field dependences. Firstly, to measure the 
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frequency dependence on the wavevector (q∥) the applied field 
was fixed at 3 kOe along directions at 0 and 45 with respect to 
the ASI lattices. The angle of incident light θ upon the sample 
varied from 0 to 60 corresponding to in-plane wavenumber 
q∥ from 0 to 2 10
7×  m−1, where q k2 sin( )∥ θ=  and k is the 
wavevector of light. Two scattering geometries were studied: 
the Damon–Eshbach (DE) for spin waves with wavevector k 
perpendicular to the external field H, and the Backward (BA) 
mode configuration for spin waves with wavevector paral-
leling to the applied field. Secondly, the angle of incidence 
of the illuminating laser in this case was fixed at 20θ = . The 
external field H was however varied from  +4 kOe to  −4 kOe 
and applied along the 0  and 45  orientations with respect to 
ASI lattices.
Spin-wave dispersions were measured to indicate the 
possible inter-island dynamic coupling and propagation of 
collective spin waves through the array. Panels (a) and (b) 
of figure  2 are shown for the two different magnetic field 
orientations. Spectra are recorded in the DE configuration 
for a 3 kOe magnetic field aligned at 0 and 45 angle with 
respect to the horizontal-group elements of the ASI lattices. 
When the field is applied at 45, there are three well-defined 
peaks in the spectra, while for 0 up to seven peaks are vis-
ible in two different frequency ranges with the larger in-plane 
wavevector. Frequencies measured for wavenumbers between 
0 and 2 10 7× −  m−1 are shown in figures  2(c) and (d) with 
the field applied along an array edge and diagonal orientation. 
In figure 2(c) the dispersion curve is almost flat. This means 
the inter-island coupling is negligible in ASI system with this 
spacing. Another possibility as to why the square ASI would 
not produce bands with the DE geometry is because that edge 
modes would be excited for elements parallel to the applied 
field.
In parts (a) and (b) of figure 3, we show BLS spectra of 
BA scattering geometry as a function of the incident angle 
of light θ for the different field orientation. In this case, only 
two modes are clearly visible with a diagonally magnetic field 
and four spin-wave modes appear while applying a horizontal 
field with respect to one family of ASI islands. Compared with 
the DE modes, the modes are close together in frequency for 
the 45 orientation and spread apart by several GHz for the 0 
case. In terms of the dispersion, figures  3(c) and (d) shows 
that all modes at both parallel field and diagonal field have no 
significant dispersion, thus excluding any magnonic dynamic 
inter-island coupling effects.
In recent work, Iacocca et al [24] have theoretically cal-
culated the magnonic band structure of square ASI array, 
and shown that the Brillouin-zone energy variations of band 
Figure 2. Sequence of BLS spectra measured at different incidence angles θ with the external field of 3 kOe at (a) 0 and (b) 45 upon 
the ASI lattices. The wavevector of the incident light is perpendicular to the field orientation in Damon–Eshbach configuration. Spin-
wave frequency on the Stokes side as a function of the in-plane wavenumber at a 3 kOe (c) parallel field and (d) diagonal field. Dots are 
experimental data and lines are guides for the eyes.
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structure are in the order of 10−1 GHz for spacing similar 
to our system. This reveals that the inter-element coupling 
dominated by dipolar interaction in ASI array is very weak, 
but it still reveals the dispersion behaviour. However, this is 
below the resolution ability, 0.2–0.4 GHz of BLS technique. 
Therefore, we can assert that the dynamic inter-element cou-
pling is negligible.
Summaries of the field-induced frequencies are obtained in 
the DE scattering configuration and presented in figures 4(a) 
and 5(a). In figure 4(a), the measured frequencies are shown 
by square symbols, and the magnetic field is oriented along 
the 0 direction. Several distinct modes are identified from the 
spectra, and each exhibits different behaviour for fields in the 
region of hysteresis between  +4 and  −4 kOe. The frequencies 
were recorded from spectra obtained by decreasing the field 
from positive to negative saturation, thereby following the 
upper branch of the magnetization loop shown in figure 1(a). 
The behaviour of the frequencies is roughly linear with field 
outside this region, as one expects for saturated elements.
At the coercive fields, several modes appear to merge 
with others or disappear entirely. The two lowest frequency 
modes have minima near the coercive fields. At zero field, 
mode crossings appear in two higher frequency modes. These 
modes in the horizontal islands appear to be softening at nega-
tive applied fields. Except for the mode crossings, the behav-
iour of the mode frequencies for the vertical islands with 
applied field are symmetrical so that minima again appear for 
the lowest frequency modes at around 1.3±  kOe field marked 
by two black dashed lines, and there is a linear increase of 
frequencies for fields outside the hysteresis region.
An analysis of the mode structure was performed using 
micromagnetic simulations. Using the same parameters as 
before, dynamics was simulated using Mumax3 following the 
approach of Vansteenkiste et al [25]. The field configuration is 
shown in figures 1(b) and (d), and again only single elements 
are considered. The dimensionless damping parameter was set 
as 0.02, and gyromagnetic ratio 2.8γ =  GHz kOe−1 was used 
which was determined from a separate ferromagnetic reso-
nance (FMR) measurement (not shown here) and fitted by a 
Kittel function [30]. An external field is applied as before, and 
varied from  +4 kOe to  −4 kOe.
The frequencies were calculated in the following way. At 
each field step after relaxation to a steady state configuration 
a field pulse H Ie
t
t
ky
ky0
sin sin( ) ( )
( )

= × ×  is applied and oriented 
Figure 3. Sequence of BLS spectra measured at different incidence angles θ with the external field of 3 kOe applied at (a) 0 and (b) 
45 external field at 3 kOe with respect to the ASI lattices. The wavevector of the incident light parallels to the applied field in backward 
configuration. Spin-wave frequency on the Stokes side as a function of the in-plane wavenumber at a 3 kOe (c) horizontal field and (d) 
diagonal field with respect to the ASI lattice. Dots are the experimental result and lines are guides for the eyes.
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along the z axis. This is expected to lead to torques on each 
component mx, my and mz in each micromagnetic discretiza-
tion cell, and their responses are recorded every picosecond. 
Frequencies and intensities of spin-wave modes are then cal-
culated using a discrete Fourier transform (in the time and 
space) of the magnetisation component, mz for each cell [31].
The frequencies calculated in this way are shown in 
figure 4(a) by the solid lines for H1 horizontal elements (for 
which the applied field is collinear) and the dotted blue lines 
for the H89 vertical elements (for which the applied field is 
perpendicular to the element axes). Taken together, these sim-
ulations describe well the measured frequencies. The small 
discrepancies may be due in part to the effects of edge rough-
ness [32]. Saturation field can be quite large on the order of 
several hundred Oe.
To identify which of the confined modes are responsible for 
the spectra, the spatial profile of the magnetization dynamics 
mz was calculated, and examples are shown in figure  4(b). 
For the analysis which follows, we use the same classifica-
tion protocol as in [33]. The modes are classified into four 
categories: backward (m-BA), Damon–Eshbach (m-DE), edge 
(m-EM) and fundamental (F). In this classification, the integer 
m indicates the number of nodal lines. The BA mode is a mode 
with a nodal line perpendicular to the magnetization. Nodal 
lines parallel to the magnetization are called m-DE. The edge 
modes, m-EM , are localised at the ends of the islands and nor-
mally have a small intensity in the BLS spectrum. The funda-
mental F is the Kittel uniform resonance (m  =  0). This mode 
typically has the largest intensity.
The modes associated with the horizontal elements are 
labelled in figure 4(a) as 1 EM1−  and F1, representing respec-
tively the EM and fundamental modes. These mode profiles 
remain unchanged in intensity for magnetic fields between 3 
kOe to 1 kOe. The F1 appears to soften for fields more nega-
tive than  −50 kOe, consistent with reversal of the magneti-
zation of the horizontal element. We note that the calculated 
1 EM1−  mode have two minima in the unsaturated region. 
This corresponds to curling of the edge magnetization. Note 
also the difference in amplitude of the F mode for the 1 and 
3 kOe fields.
Modes for the vertical elements are labelled 
7 EM 2 DE89 89− + − , 6 E M F89 89− + , 5 EM89− , 3 EM89−  
Figure 4. (a) Frequencies of the spin-wave eigenmodes as a function of applied field aligned parallel to one group of ASI islands. Dashed 
lines are the cut-off points between saturated and unsaturated regions of the hard-axis magnetization. (b) Spatial profiles of the eigenmodes 
at different field strengths for the H1 (upper panel) and H89 (lower panel) orientaions, with frequency increasing from left to right.
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and 1 EM89−  in figure 4(a). The corresponding spatial pro-
files shown in the bottom of the figure  4(b). The 1 EM89−  
mode is type EM, and possesses the lowest frequency. In 
the 5 EM89−  and 3 EM89−  mode the standing wave also 
emerges. Hybridization is more apparent in the higher fre-
quency modes, a mix of a F mode and a 6-EM mode and a 
mix with the 7-EM and 2-DE modes. As for the horizontal ele-
ments, there is significant dependence of the mode amplitudes 
on field as seen by comparing the profiles for 2 and 3 kOe. 
Furthermore, the frequency of the EM mode is smallest at 1.5 
kOe as the magnetization begins to saturate perpendicular to 
the element axis [34].
Spectra and profiles for the case when the external field 
is aligned diagonally along 45 with respect to ASI edges are 
shown in figure 5. Hysteresis appears in the modes as a gap at 
about  −37 kOe, corresponding to reversal of the magnetiza-
tion. In this symmetrical configuration, the modes appear the 
same for all islands and the two observed modes are F and 
EM modes. The spatial profiles of the F mode and EM mode 
are displayed in figure 5(b). There are subtle changes in the 
position of the amplitudes for the EM mode when the field is 
reversed from 3 to 1 kOe. Likewise, the shape of the F mode 
amplitude changes slightly as the field is reduced, and an edge 
mode contribution just visible at the corners disappears.
4. Conclusions
In this work, we have investigated the magnetic properties and 
normal modes of the square ASI using the AGFM and BLS 
techniques. The square ASI geometry allows for comparisons 
between modes in elements with orthogonal alignment. The 
configuration in which the magnetic field is perpendicular to 
one set of elements (the ‘vertical’ elements in our geometry) 
reveals complex spectra due to the presence of many types 
of edge modes. The main features of the modes can be well 
described as arising from independent elements aligned parallel 
Figure 5. (a) Frequencies of the spin-wave modes versus applied field H with 45 angle with respect to the islands. (b) Spatial profiles of mz 
component magnetization dynamics at (upper panel) 43 and (lower panel) 47−  field angles.
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and perpendicular to the applied field. We note that although 
there is no evidence of interactions between elements associated 
with dynamic fields, the static fields produced by neighbouring 
elements should be strong enough to produce small shifts in 
frequencies and may contribute to discrepancies between simu-
lated and observed frequencies. For magnetic elements in the 
saturated field, the shifts associated with the dynamic inter-
element dipolar coupling could not be detected, and would in 
any case be much smaller from possible contributions of edge 
defects or other imperfections of the magnetic elements in 
addition to the static shifts described above. Nevertheless, we 
have shown that this ASI acts as a reconfigurable microwave 
resonator and that the exact spectrum observed depends on the 
microconfiguration of elements in the array.
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